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“Matching individual’s needs rather than operating on the premise of mass production”

GARDE works on everything from concept planning to construction for the first store of
fashion brand “THE ME” of a new idea

GARDE Co., Ltd.(Headquarters: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President: Guido Tarchi), a branding and design company with a high
reputation for a wide variety of space designs in such sector as retail, hospitality, large-scale commercial facilities,
residences, offices, etc., worked on concept planning, general design, structural design, and construction for the first
store of “THE ME” opened on July 7th, 2020.
THE ME was born with the aim to solve the inventory issue and to change consumers’ behavior in the apparel industry
and is based on the concept of “matching individual’s needs rather than operating on the premise of mass production”.
It creates only what you need as much as you need, by getting rid of the spiral of overproduction/mass disposal. While
being simple, THE ME has created a style never seen before.
At THE ME, the clothing sizes are given in a fine and broad range, and each customer is provided with the best comfort
and silhouette by individually tuning each piece of clothing according to the customers’ taste. While selecting
high-quality materials, THE ME has created a new production system to match the individual, and is picky about
manufacturing which breaks the conventional concept.
[Service Contents]
The shop’s staff responsible for the personal service of online reservations acts as a “Navigator” and supports each
customer’s “tuning” (size/figure correction) from choosing clothes to size adjustment. In the store, you can choose
clothes on your own time/space for up to 90-minutes, receive non-contact measurements by 3D Body Scanner, try on
size samples based on the measurement data, and receive styling and tuning according to your taste.

[Design Concept]
‐Where I come to clear the FOG‐
This space expresses the desire to clear up the ‘fog’ which is used to represent the trouble that everyone experiences
when choosing clothes that suit their body.
Navy and silver, the brand colors of THE ME, are used as key colors to create a stylish finish. At the same time, warm
materials and colors are also used so that you can relax and choose clothes. As a dual concept store, THE ME is also a
genderless space that is comfortable for everyone.

Showroom
The showroom where products are first selected is made as a
bright and stylish space. The wall surface is painted to give you the
warmth of handwork. Silver, which tends to give a sharp impression,
is textured with a brush, and by applying curves, resembling a body
line creates a soft nuance. The wood materials which give you a
warm impression are incorporated into the original fixtures.

Corridor
After choosing clothes, the unique idea of the design concept was
expressed through the corridor leading to the counseling room.
The corridor was created with a plaster gradation that was
imagined by the designer to represent a fog in one’s head by
integrating the wall with the door.

Counseling Room
From measurements by the 3D Body Scanner to fitting, customers’
desired comfort and tuning to silhouette, the Navigator will offer
total support in the counseling room.
While using cutting-edge technology and softening the presence of
digital devices, this store is also particular about original fixtures
with the function to release heat. By incorporating the bright
wooden flooring into the interior, GARDE has created a space
where you can encounter clothes that bring out your personality,
and, through conversations with the Navigator, enjoy the new
discoveries you make.

THE ME JINGUMAE
Open: July 7, 2020
Location: iori Omotesando 2F, 6 Chome-31-11 Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
Tel: 03-4233-4000
Business hours: 11:00-20:00
Regular holiday: Tuesday
Total floor area: 248.19 ㎡
URL: https://the-me.tokyo/
Instagram: the_me.tokyo

About GARDE
GARDE, as a branding design company, designs spaces in various fields such as retail, offices, residence,
hospitalities, F&B and large commercial facilities. Utilizing a global network, a deep design insight into diverse
societies and cultures and a talented design team embody the client’s vision. This is achieved through the three
pillars of consulting, design and coordination to create a space that combines outstanding design and functionality.
With offices in Tokyo, Osaka, and Milan, Paris, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, New York, Los
Angeles and around the world. As a new addition, a base will be established in Dubai soon.

About Minami Kohmura
Brand Second Operations Division, Design Department, Assistant Designer
Minami Kohmura joined GARDE after studying the interior architecture in US and acquiring BFA. Since 2017, she
has been involved in local architect for imported brands such as Pomellato, Stella McCartney, Giuseppe Zanotti
and Aesop.
Since 2019, she has also been involved in concept planning, general design and structural design for THE ME’s
prototype store, and engages in the development of the Jingumae store opened in 2020.
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